Hi, I am Wendy NOUSE,

I love working with social themes within my art. For me creating is thinking and thinking is creating. It’s how I
observe the world and digest daily life. I research actualities in philosophy and science. I use painting, drawing, performance, film and photography to create visuals of my artistic researches.
My goal is to make art that is understandable and relatable for the general public. I redefine the questions
about conditioned ideas and allow the spectator to rethink their vision and position within that subject. This
mostly results in almost memorial installations. I am inspired by many different artists like Tania Bruguera,
Sophie Calle, Mona Hatoum and Shirin Neshat.
In 2020 I decided to work as a full-time artist, and I am looking forward to the years to come. I have been
working on many different projects during the last years. Such as creating commissioned pieces, teaching,
and graphic design.
For the future I am looking forward, to work more often in art recidencies and create installations and performances. As well as exposing the collections currently available, like you can see in my portfolio. Only the
éphémère constructions that where created during residencies or specific interventions are no longer availible.
I am excited to show you my work and hopefully create a wonderful collaberation.
Yours sincerely,
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I am firstly grateful for what I have today.
Then I ask myself the question;
What would I like to change or see differ ently?
While keeping in mind;
Not just for me, but also for the thousands
that walked before me.
To honour their efforts;
what I can do to make it better.
While wondering how;
the one behind me will have a fighting chance.
I close my eyes and the energy flows.’

WENDY NOUSE

Opposite: The forgotten space [2015]
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Mapping

‘Before I start making my art;

AN OEUVRE

Above: The forgotten space [2015]
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She decided to work with the subject
bubblegum. A feeding material with
a completely useless function and
abused in the modelling scene to prevent them from eating but tricking the
brain in the sensation of feeding. Wendy
used this subject in multi-piece installation, a mixture from live performances,
videos and photography. [2014]

Above: Bubble Project Video Stills Explosions [9 min] [2014]
Middle : Bubble Project Performance Stills Luft Tanz [20 min] Ludwig Museum Aken [2014]
Opposite: Bubble Project Photography [2014]
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During the first years of her studies, she
was inspired by work on feminist themes
that she felt close too. Her first defining work was a performance guide for
models to measure body parts that are
not important on any of the applications
lists. Wendy used to work as a model to
finance her art studies and so it came
from an autobiographic base. [2014]

During a self-arranged working residency in the Sphinx
Factory, she made the performance called ‘Explorer un
espace aveugle’ [2015]. This piece is referring to the
blind, which is walking into a dangerous situation and
whistling to find their direction. Blind people use this
technique to see the depth in space towards the echo
sound which is reflecting.

Above: Line Installation Sphinx Factory [2015]
Opposite: L’explorer l’espace aveugle Performance [2 min] [2015]
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It was continued, with a social experiment. Wendy
created in collaboration with Flo van der Waa [2015].
Together they placed a line inside the factory space.
Made from fresh ground mixed with seeds of flowers
and vegetables, to see if the surrounding would be vital
to recreating life in the factory. That created a strong,
positive and negative impact on our local history.

These stories were all very close to Wendy’s personal and indirect history. She felt unsatisfied with this aspect of her art.
During that period of time, she noticed a drastic change in
politics and she started to study the effects of the masses
and how this reflects on the population. Auto-da-fé [2015]
has become my first artistic research on a subject in which I
created an installation.

She got inspired by anthropological research and decided to
research the shooting range of the military in the Nijmegen. To
see if she manages to talk about larger more complex social
discussions. This region was about to be transferred into an immigration camp. The only tent based camp in the Netherlands.
This research resulted in a series of photography and a painted
installation called ‘Tentenkamp’ [2015].

Above: Auto-da-fé [2015]
Opposite: Tentenkamp [2015]
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Above: 22’03’2016 Burssels ENSPA Paris [2016]
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During her exchange at P2F, at ENSBA Paris, in
France into the work ‘Massmigration proposal’ [2016].
Being surrounded by the high quality of political art.
A strong political engagement of the school led to the
occupation of the police during her stay. It was only
here how she learned to position herself within the
political arts and how to apply it.

She returned to the Netherlands to finish her degrees,
with the burning desire to research ‘Why Art becomes
art and if it’s political can it still be art?’. Wendy wrote
her essay on this topic and discovered de Button,
Wittgenstein, Bergson, Deleuze and Foucault during
her stay in France. These philosophers influenced her
perspective on art.

In the letter, she proposes to the Syrian people a social contract of collaboration and to share and build
on each other’s strengths and qualities. With keeping
in mind that most of Europe is flooding due to climate
change and we also need to secure our safety. The
letter has been written in name of the Dutch people
since her country is under the water level and will
completely disappear.

This project advanced strongly in disagreement with
the professors in her school. Wendy tried to adapt
and hide her research for as long as possible and
tried to continue it as purely as possible. During her
research, she created a Performance ‘Nous demandons’ [2016], in Brussels at the European parliament.
In which she sings a poem. Who was whispered to
her from the people in the street.

Due to the continuous terrorist attacks, she created
the installation piece ‘22’03’2016 Brussels’ [2016].
The day the airport Zaventem in Brussels exploded. It
represents the anxious state that Wendy has been living in, during the moments and days after the attack.
The fragile state of the people in the hospital and the
dream that is falling apart. Using materials that she
found in the street and are used in construction.

Soon after that, she produces an artistic research,
‘how to become a terrorist’ [2017] and developed
a performance that belonged to this piece. Sadly,
enough the performance was censured to the max
and cancels before I ever could show the real version.
Wendy ended up pulling out, all the work from the
exhibition and created a protest wall with the freedom
of speech instead.

Opposite: Mass Migration ENSBA Paris [2016]
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Qu’est-ce que tu fais ?
What are you doing ?
Tu ne m’as pas dit que demander
You didn’t tell me that asking
Ce que vous faites ne me rend pas content.
What you are doing don’t make me happy
Où est l’argent ?
Where is the money ?
Les motivations sont vagues.
The motivations are vague
Obligation de justiﬁcation.
Obligation of justiﬁcation
Je n’ai pas vu.
I didn’t see
Je n’ai pas vu.
I didn’t see
Nous sommes sans importance.
We are without any signiﬁcance
Nous sommes transparents.
We are transparent
Nous oublions notre langue.
We forge tour language
Tu veux que nous soyons des fantômes.
You want us to be ghosts
Tu es la capitale d’un monde pas content.
You are the capital of an unhappy world
Seule l’économie est importante.
Only the economy matters
Qu’en est il du futur de nos enfants ?
What about our children’s future ?

Above: Nous Demandons, performance still [20 min] Brussels European parliament [2016]
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Nous demandons
We are asking

Above: When art becomes political can it still be art? Artistic Thesis [2017]
Opposite: We should prepare the ground for this, even if we die, MAFAD Graduation Exhibition, [2017]
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Wendy got invited to a recedency to create a new
work at Les Brasseurs. In collaberation with Gladys Zeevaarders. She created ‘les terroirs vagues’
[2017].
A creramic sound guided installation deconstructed during the opening night. The ceramics is the
material that made our region rich and famous.
Now found broken and shattered in abandoned
buildings, such as universities, the army base,
mines and parkinglots. We recorded our interpertation of the situations where we collected the pieces and played in the basement of the exposition
location.
Which reastablishes the local history that is rich
from the dinausors dinesty. During the performence they deconstructed the piece and presented the resedues in the shoppingwindow. A concreet comment on the kappatilist approach.

During her search for an appartment in Paris and
being inspired by the ecological and social politics.
Wendy got inspired by the homeless people in Paris. Mainly about the locations where they are living
and materials they are using to creating beautiful
living situations. She wanted to higlight the freedom they find within rejecting kapatalism, a photography series of ‘Airbnb Castles’ [2019].
She continued to work with the envronimental influences by humans with a series of suclptures
next to the roads. During this performance act, she
took the trash that she found behind the slope and
created temporary sculptures with the materials on
the road sholders. Wendy made this work , ‘Clean
Paris’ [2020], to activly comment on the way we are
interacting with our envroniment.

Above &
Opposite: Les terroirs vagues installation, sound and performance, Les Brasseurs Liege [2017]
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Above and
Opposite: Les terroirs vagues installation, sound and performance, Les Brasseurs Liege [2017]
Above: AirBNB Castles, photography [2019]
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Returning to France seemed like a dream,
but instead she found herself having no
money, not speaking french and no carreer
oppertunities. She continued making art,
but the phisical and emotional restrictions
are clearly visible in her work.
More and more disconnecting with her inner-self, she created first the ‘les histoires
avant coucher, les filles’ [2018]. This was
followed by a series of photographs ‘Under the surface’ [2018] and completed with
‘Overachieving’ [2019].
In to the lockdown, like many people, I got
confronted with the reality of daily life. At

Above Top: Les histoires avant coucher, les filles [2018]
Above Down: Overachieving [2019]
Opposite : Collection Tu as fait ça - Paintings - Singulart Artist Wendy Nouse
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the en of the first lockdown she left everything behind.
During the second lockdown, she created two series of works . Both carrying the
title ‘Je recherche…’ [2020]. In this work,
Wendy is asking local people for advice to
correct and help her in all aspects of her
life. The first series being completely disoriented and fragmented, and the second
more honest and venerable.
Now she is working on a new collection of
paintings visualizing her relationships wihtin her daily reality 2021-2022.

Above: Je recherche... [2021] Publication Destination Unknown 2020 and expositon publique la rochette 2021
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WENDY NOUSE

Started working for an Advertisement Agency PR and communication manager			
NL
Studied Basic Marketing Management, LOI							
NL
Freelance Modeling									EU
Started working as PR and communication manager for a women’s Healthcare centre		
NL
Started a blog about short films - Evenbijkletsen.nl						
NL
Exchange program at ENSBA Paris, Studio P2F						
FR
Assistant of the Artist Kristina Benjocki, Jan van Eyck Academie				
NL
Recidency Workshop at les Brasseurs, Liège							
BE
Workshop in curating the Appel Amsterdam							
NL
Lecture Jonas Staal, UNI Maastricht							
NL
Studied Masterclass in Graphic Conception							
USA
Freelance Graphic Design and Illustration
Freelance Artistic Workshops
Opened an online print shop

2021
2022
2022

Teacher Fine Arts at Academie Versailles							FR
Gallery Singulart										INT
Studies Art Therapie									FR

….
….
….

is well known for her socially oriented art pieces that are
poetic as they are political and almost monumental, born in
the Netherlands, Maastricht, 1990.
While studying at the fine arts department of MAFAD,
Hogeschool Zuyd in Maastricht, NL, between 2013 and
2017. She moved during her studies to France, Paris in
2016 for the erasmus program at P2F, ENSBA, Paris and
immigrated in 2017.
Wendy developed a politicised; and integrated
emergent discourse within her art and used it as a context
within her work. She began to redefine her ideas about
the political and personal discours within her work. Her
practice is formed by counter-cultural political context,
ruled by mass migration, terrorism, sanitary crisis and
climate-control. Subjects that created cultural and political
change in not only the European countries.
In her first art pieces she mainly got inspired by
auto-etnigraphical research. As she does within the art
performances: ‘The forgotten Space [2014] or the Bubble
Project [2014]. These work referrers to the modeling
industry and the female role wihtin that.
In an installation she made in 2016, she wrote a
letter in which she was proposing a social contract [inspired
by Jaques Rousseau] referring to the mass migration crises.
In the letter, she proposes to the Syrian people a social
contract of collaboration. To share and build on each
other’s strengths and qualities. Keeping in mind; that the
Netherlands will be flooded due to climate change.
By proposing this solution, with humour, she is creating a
discussion, in which we also secure our future and safety.

Opposite : How to become a terrorist [2017] Photography
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Due to the reality that her country is under the water level
and will completely disappear. The letter has been therefore
written, in name of the Dutch people, not the government.
For Wendy, the body is not defined merely by the
corporeal limits of the individual but is always set within the
social space and cultural context that will define it.
Inspired by the French philosopher Foucault she created a
panopticon. Which leads to an art performance, that was
fully censured on the opening day of the exhibition. Due to
an artistic research based on, ‘how to become a terrorist?’
A complex sensible subject that was completed by an
essay, ‘When Art becomes political, can it still be art?’
After moving to France, the complications of
dealing with the immigration process, made Wendy fall
back in a phase of darkness. She tranferred this into a series
of collages, drawings and photography. The lack of space
and mental freedom is visible in her work. ‘Overachieving’
is presenting this aspect the strongest.
Following the end of the first lockdown in 2020.
She decided to change her life, mindset, motivations and
actions. Which she visualized in the series ‘Je recherche...’
This work shows how we got confronted with the unsatisfaction within daily life during the lockdown. Wendy
created a series of works related to; the first and the second
lockdown. Asking for society to help her. The first series
shows a shattered image of her herself. Within the second
one a more venerable and honest collection of her. Now she
is working on a new collection of paintings visualizing her
relationships in daily reality, Tu as fait ça. [2021-].

Wendy

2007
2010
2009		
2010
2016
2010
2013
2012
2015
2016		
2016
2017
2017		
		
		
2018 		
2019		
2020		
2020		

Nouse

1990
Born in Maastricht									
NL
2006		
Graduated from high school								
NL
2011
2012
Pre-education Fine Arts, Kumulus 								
NL
2012
2013
Visual Communication, ABKM								
NL
2013
2017
Fine Arts, MAFAD										
NL
2017		Moved to Paris										FR
2018		
Declared my art practice									
FR
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Year		Title			Series		Expo			Space				Country

Year		Title			Series		Expo			Space				Country

2023		Solo Exposition							Danube Palace Café Paris 		FR
Up		 Solo Exposition							La Marie de Chartrettes		FR
Coming		Solo Exposition							Pavillion de l’èrable à Avon		FR

2018		
Collection 		
L’histoire avant Sold 5 works		
Art en Balade Paris		
		
coucher, les filles
		
#2 Request 		
L’immigrant
Angst 			
Action Hybride Paris		
		for Asylum							Gare du Nord

2022		
L’âme végétal		
Tu as fait ça				
Barbizon				
FR
Solo 		
Lips			
Je recherche… Confirmation		
La Marie de Bois-le-Roi		
FR		
		
Back 			
Je recherche… or connection
		
Reflection		
Tu as fait ça
		
L’homme violet		
Tu as fait ça
		Cuddle			Overachiving
		Hand			Overachiving
		
Blackhole		
L’histoire avant se coucher, les filles
		
How can I serve 		
L’histoire avant se coucher, les filles
		
The Lady		
L’histoire avant se coucher, les filles
		
Collection		
Tu as fait ça
Online exposition
One time Gallery			
FR,
														
CH, LU
		Global practice				Publication		Revue Pojar - 15/03/2021		UA, FR
		
L’homme violet		
Tu as fait ça
Online exposition		
XYZ Galery			
FR
		
Wendy Nouse, 		
Interview
Newspaper Page 38
La Republique			
FR
		
Artiste au multiple 			
19/09/2021		
de Seine-et-Marne
		Accents
2021		Collection 		Je recherche… DU2020			Public intervention		FR
										
La Rochette
		
Collection		
Je recherche… Book edition 2020
Destination Unknown		
NL
		
Carnaval			
L’histoire avant Sold			
Private client 			
FR
					
coucher, les filles 		
		
Kaki 2 color		
Painting on order Sold			
Private client 			
NL
2021		
Minimalist		
Drawing on order Sold			
Private client 			
NL
		Portrait
		Horoscoop		Drawing print
Sold			Private client 			USA
		Portrait 			Drawing print
Sold			Private client 			USA
		
Jin and Jan 		
Paintings
Sold			
Private client			
PL
2020		
Clean Paris				
Public space Intervention Commune Wissous 		
FR
		
Performance Art, 		
Interview
Share Human Creativity 					
NL
		
Nous demandons
		
& Explorer un
		espace aveugle
		
Face Mask 				
Instagram		
Share Human Creativity 		
NL
Winner		
Covid19 kiss		
Drawing		
50 limited edition print
Share Human Creativity 		
NL
		competition		Notebook								FR, USA
		
Horoscoop 		
Drawings print
Sold 5 pieces		
Private client 			
FR
														USA
		
Flower 			
Canvas Bags
Sold 12 pieces		
Private clients 			
FR, NL
		
Flower Girls		
Drawing print
Sold			
Private client 			
NL
		
Newton			
Drawing print
Sold			
Private client 			
NL
		
Orange 			
Painting on order Sold			
Private client			
NL
		
My art & my role 		
Journée 		
Presentation		
Asso. Rosa Parcs			
FR
		
as a woman		
de la Femme
& Poster			
à Juvisy
		
Les fleurs en 				
Workshop		
ACJ Juvisy			
FR
		
plastique
\Cancelled
Public space art piece at Juvisy									FR
due to covid
Sans Titre – B.A.S.I.C. –Ephermere Gallery Expo								
FR
		
‘Quand je serai grand(e), je serais un(e) artiste’– Dundée Parc – Oula-Oup					
FR
		
‘Performance covid victimes’ – Art Troc 2020 – Mairie de Martignas sur Jalle					
FR
		
‘La Halle Vulaines sur Seine’ – La Halle Vulaines sur Seine – ‘Recyclage, Boîte à chaussures’ 			
FR
2019		
Fee 			
Painting 		
Only sheep search
Solo		
Elle			
Painting		
for food and water
		
Jin and Jan 		
Painting		
		Collection		Overachiving 			
		
Collection 		
L’histoire avant coucher, les filles
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Meet my art France		
FR
La Terrasse Paris11				

FR
FR

2017		
Maria left this				
DU2017			
Destination Unknown		
NL
Residency
page intentionally blank
		
We should prepare 			
DU2017			
Destination Unknown		
NL
		
the ground for this even
		
when we get killed
Diplome		
How to become				
Back to Maybe		
MaFad Graduation Show 		
NL
		the Terrorist 				Intervention
		The soldier				Performance		
		Nous demandons				Video/Perf. 		
		
We should prepare 			
Art research		
		
the ground for this 			
Photography
		
even when we get killed
Residency
Terroir Vagues 				
Paria(H) 			
Les Brasseurs 			
BE
		Collaboration with
		Gladys Zeevaarders
Intern		
Archive of the mountain 			
Performance 		
Open Studios			
NL
							
Kristina Benjocki		
Jan van Eyck
		
Panopticon 				
Open studios 		
MAFAD 				
NL
							Art professionals
		
Panopticon				
Open dag		
MAFAD 				
NL
		
Piece of Cake 				
Performance 		
WitteVrouwenVeld 		
NL
										Maastricht
		
When art becomes political 		
Blog 			
Lost painters			
NL
		
can it still be art			
http://www.lost-painters.nl/eindexamen-expositie-mafad-maastricht-2017/
2016 		
Can you sing				
Finnisage 		
		
the European Anthem
		
Building community			
Open dag		
		
ENSBA PARIS - Erasmus
		
Polling station 				
Portes Ouvertes		
		
Request for Asylum			
Relational Aesthetics
							of some perfect strangers
Solo		
22’03’2016 Brussels			
Studio P2F		

Studio Expositions 		

NL

MAFAD				

NL

ENSBA Paris			
ENSBA Paris			

FR
FR

ENSBA Pariis			

FR

2015		
Pushing and Pulling 			
Open dag 		
Head entrance 			
NL
										Herdenkingsplein
		Shooting Range				Project Silence 		IFMSA Rusland 			R
Residency
Tentenkamp
			
Project Space 		
Lage Barrakken 			
NL
Solo										SAM Ateliers
		
Sound escape				
Sound Art 		
B32 				
NL
		
Auto-Da-Fe 				
Open day 		
MAFAD 				
NL
		
Explore l’espace aveugle			
Sphinx Project 		
Project monumental
										abandoned factory
		
Everything becomes Orange 		
Sphinx Project		
Project monumental 		
NL		
										abandoned factory		
		
The Line 				
Sphinx Project 		
Project monumental 		
NL
		Collaboration with						abandoned factory
		
Flo Van der Waa		
2014		
The forgotten space			
Open day 		
		
Explosive Erotic 		
Bubble Project Graduation propedeuse
		
Research bubble 		
Bubble Project Perfomance day 		
		
Lufftanz			
Bubble Project Performance intention
										
		
The puppet				
Aanmelding afdeling
		
caught in air
		
3 Abstract 		
Paintings
Shop presentation
		
Cubistic finger				
Open day 		

MAFAD				
Office Sphinx 			
ABKM				
Ludwig Forum für 		
Internationale Kunst
ABKM				

NL
NL
NL
D

PUUR				
AKBM				

NL
NL

NL

